080  General collections

Collections not limited by subject and not large enough in total to constitute the entire holdings of an archive, library, or repository

Class here abstracts, anecdotes, essays, graffiti, interviews, lectures, quotations

Class collected holdings of a library, archive, or repository in 027; class general encyclopedic works in 030; class general serial publications in 050; class graffiti as painting in 751.73; class anecdotes, essays, speeches as literary forms, collections gathered for their literary quality in 800. Class a collection on a specific subject with the subject, e.g., a collection of lectures on physics 530

For collections of brief bibliographic abstracts, see 011; for general collections of museum objects, see 069.5; for collections of general statistics, see 310; for general collections of biography, see 920.02

See Manual at 080 vs. 800